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PIRG Executives Demand Removal Of LOBO Editors

The New Mexico Public Interest Research Group asked that the UNM Student Body remove the editors of LOBO and replace them with professional editors. The editors have until March 30 to resign or face action by the University. PIRG released a letter to the editors in the March 28 edition of the newspaper stating, "As the editors of the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group, we have decided to reach out to the editors of the LOBO newspaper and express our concern about the quality of the content of the newspaper. We believe that the editors have failed to meet the standards of our publication and that it is time for them to step down in favor of professional editors."
World News

Begin Accuses Carter Of Abandoning Israel

WASHINGTON (UPI) — "a great sorrow," White House spokesman Beghe, Friday accused President Carter of abandoning Israel in the face of "a total collapse." Carter, in an apparent reference to the recent peace moves, is accused of not only failing to "deliver" the peace that he promised, but of "deliberately" causing the Israeli government to believe that it was "abandoning" the cause of peace.

Underground Bomb Exploded in Nevada

YUCA PLATTA, Nev. (UPI) — An underground bomb exploded in Yucca Plata, Nev., on Thursday evening, according to local authorities. The blast occurred near the town of Las Vegas, which is approximately 30 miles away. The cause of the explosion is still under investigation.

Council Meeting

Sat., April 1
10-00 AM
Ch. 230-SUB
Everyone Welcome

Introducing a distinguished Icelandic bird who has the answer to all those confusing air fares to Europe.

$400 roundtrip to London
$275 roundtrip to Paris
$350 roundtrip to Rome

Are You Going To Medical School Next Year?

Full scholarships available — tuition, fees, books, plus $400 per month. Call Lt. Tim Watson, Navy Medical Programs at 766-2335 for details.

Introducing a distinguished Icelandic bird who has the answer to all those confusing air fares to Europe.

Good Friday
12 noon to 3 pm: meditations at the Cross
7:30 pm: Stations of the Cross
Easter Celebrations
Saturday, 11 and 12 pm: The Great Vigil of Easter and The Paschal Liturgy
Sunday 10 am: The Paschal Liturgy
Easter week, 12:30 pm: The Liturgies of the Resurrection Appearances

St. Thomas of Canterbury, 425 University NE (across from the Anthropology building)
**Editorial**

**The Catbird's Seat**

**Muddy Walking**

by Tim Gagliher

Probably every civilization since the dawn of recorded history has feared the thought of a hostile planet or universe of thought that might one day attack or destroy Earth. And every succeeding civilization has gone to great lengths to try to protect itself from the thought of such a thing. But fear of the unknown is nothing new, and it is not likely to be the only reason why we have not been able to make contact with other intelligent life in the universe.

But the thought of a hostile planet or universe of thought is still a powerful one. It is not likely to go away any time soon, and it is likely to be a driving force behind future space exploration.

As we think about the possibilities of space travel, we should remember that the thought of a hostile planet or universe of thought is not the only reason why we should explore space. There are many other reasons, including the desire to find new sources of energy, to learn more about the universe, and to expand our horizons.

The thought of a hostile planet or universe of thought is not the only reason why we should explore space. There are many other reasons, including the desire to find new sources of energy, to learn more about the universe, and to expand our horizons.
DO YOU HAVE ZITS?

The University of New Mexico Division of Dermatology and Student Health Center are pleased to announce a program designed to help determine the effectiveness of a new acne medication. Patients must be available for examination mornings between March 25 and June 17, and should have antibiotics or birth control pills during the month before the study begins. Volunteers will be paid for their participation.

For further information, contact Rita Madkhat (505-893-0472) or Sharon Noble (505-893-3338).

Mondt to Coach More Offense, Touts Team

By RAY GLASS

UNM's basketball program is a picture of stability, growth and success under Coach Gordon Mondt, who was appointed Athletic Council general manager and head basketball coach March 16, at a benefit luncheon.

"Our team is more involved with each other," he said. "I believe we will have the ball in the hands of everyone they play in the program is in good shape for next season."

Mondt also said UNM's schedule for next season will be more involved with opening the season in Hawaii. "We continue to work on how to win the ball in the hands of each player," he said.

"We have a great team," he said, "and the Lobos have a good chance to win the conference." To hit the ball in the hands of everyone they play in the season will be challenged by the more involved schedule. Mondt said the Lobos will be at home to open the season against the University of New Mexico's women's basketball team.
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The University of New Mexico and
The New Mexico Humanities Council
POPEJOY HALL

Announce The American Premiere Tour Of
BLACK ELK SPEAKS

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5 - 6:15 PM

In May 1931 at the invitation of Black Elk, John Neihardt went to the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. There, Black Elk told of his visions, his visions of his second cousin, Crazy Horse and the story of his people, "Have Man," he said, "not for myself, but for my people."

A Play by Christopher Sergel (To Kill A Mockingbird)
A SHATTERING HISTORICAL DRAMA OF THE WINNING OF THE WEST, AS EXPERIENCED BY THOSE WHO LOST IT.

$5.00 - $4.00 - $3.00
STUDENTS & FACULTY - STAFF $1.50
Available At Popejoy Hall And SUB Box Office • 277-3121

The University of New Mexico Student Publication Board
Is Preparing to Accept
Applications for
New Mexico Daily Lobo
Editor for 1978-79

The application deadline date and the interview times were set at Thursday's Publications Board meeting and will appear in the Monday Daily Lobo.

De Palma's Fury Excels

The Fury, directed by Brian DePalma, is showing at the OLYMPIC SPOTS

By DAN HUMENICK

De Palma's Fury

Screening the new comedy at once, boldly assuming roles of The Birds, Psycho, Foreign Correspondent, North by Northwest, Rear Window, and Psycho again, De Palma has really done it this time.

He has created the most hideously unfunny parody of Alfred Hitchcock's classic horror film, The Birds.

The Fury, directed by Brian DePalma, is showing at the Los Altos

A mockingbird is for the birds.

It's Your Future

De Palma's Fury Excels
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Leach Raquetball
Racquets & AMF Voli Balls
Wilson
Dunlop
Penn Tennis balls

Ask about our
Racquet Special

Professional Racquet Reciprocals & stringing
Main Floor SUE East of Tio Vivo

Our officer program representative will be conducting interviews at the placement center on March 29 and 30. Sign up now for a personal interview.

The Navy: An Equal Opportunity Employer
At UNM Turquoise Tourney

**Lobos Down Iowa**

The Lobos defeated the Hawkeyes 11-2 yesterday, leaving the first inning of Aces of 3, Eagles 2, and Cats 1. The final score of the UNM Turquoise Tourney was 11-2.

**United Campus Ministry**

A Progressive Christian Fellowship To Give Fun New Years

Easy Worried Activities

Music Friday 6-10 p.m.

Festival 11 a.m.

**Thursday afternoon in first day action of the**

**Cain, dumped the Iowa Hawkeyes behind the fine hitting of...**

At UNM Turquoise Tourney

**Outdoor Season Opens**

UMM track has moved into the second half of the season this year, in addition to the University of Arizona and Adair State College and Thunder Bay in UMM's first outdoor track meet of the year.

**Correction**

The photograph of the man playing in yesterday's match was not credited. The player was Jerry Williams of UNM.

**IM Hoop Ends**

The spring Intramural basketball season came to an end last night between Aces and RC and Tongue was leading. The final game was played against Aces.

**Ruggers At Home**

Eight international players from the University of Arizona and Adair State College came to Las Vegas University of Nevada-Reno (UNR) at 2 p.m. on the final day of the season.

**Student Activities**

FREE VIDEO TAPES

KC And The Sunshine Band

March 27-April 2

**Experience the only Direct/Reflecting bookshelf speaker**

The new BOSCH Model 301. The only bookshelf loudspeaker to provide spacious, clear sound comparable to the top-flight BOSCH 501 and 551 speakers. Full details to avoid disappointment. Request the free BOSCH Catalog.

**Softball Team Drops Two**

The Colorado-based Colorado softball team swept the series by a double-header sweep over UNM, winning 11-9 and 9-8 Wednesday at Los Alamos.

"The game was very intense and strong," said Colorado coach Craig Cash.

Cash said the UNM team wasn't as aggressive during the five-games for $1 bill cash. The $1 bill was surrendered by a hapless UNM player, who was at least $100 closer to the top of the field.

Cash said the Lobos were unable to score against the right-handed pitcher and the Lobos' hitting was over as a double play by the Lobos.

The Lobos face Tulsa today at 11 a.m., and then take on Iowa tonight at 3 p.m. The morning game will be in Bond Field and the afternoon game will be played at 301 Monte Vista NE.


**New Mexico Daily Lobos**

**Money Battle Continues**

By DOLORES WOOD

Lobby battles white bread and coffee, rice and beans - a battle for the future.

A proposal to raise the food costs for the UNM student union, currently at 51 cents a meal in the cafeteria during the week, has now been raised to $0.75 per meal.

However, under the agreement approved by the University Senate, the food costs will remain at $0.50 per meal.

The agreement approved by the Senate will remain in effect until the end of the academic year.

**ASUNM Senate Scoffs at meal bill:**

The ASUNM Senate has rejected the proposal to raise the food costs for the Union.

The Senate has approved a resolution stating that the proposal to raise the food costs is not in the best interest of the students.

The Senate has also approved a resolution stating that the proposal to raise the food costs is not in the best interest of the University.

ASUNM Senate Vice President, Jerry Ausman, said, "The Senate has approved a resolution stating that the proposal to raise the food costs is not in the best interest of the students and the University.

Dr. M. FLYNN

The Senate has approved a resolution stating that the proposal to raise the food costs is not in the best interest of the students and the University.

The Senate has also approved a resolution stating that the proposal to raise the food costs is not in the best interest of the University.

**Senate Petitions Available**

Petsitions are available today for the ASUNM Senate, and for the University Senate.

There will be a mandatory candidates meeting in the Senate on March 31.

The Senate has approved a resolution stating that the proposal to raise the food costs is not in the best interest of the students and the University.

**17 Groups Ask GSA For Funds**

By PHILLIS NIXON
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